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The Blue 
Rose 
Welcome to the temple of the Blue Rose. In this 

Temple, we will enter the sacred grove of the pure 

awakened heart, journeying into the heart’s depths, 

chambers and caverns with Mother Mary. Mary comes 

forward as the Blue Rose Temple Keeper through 

her Divine body of Sophia-Maria., offering direct 

revelation and liberation transfers and downloads 

through her presence, body and transmissions.

The Blue Rose is associated with healing, high-

alchemy, magic and enlightenment through pure faith 

and devotion.  The ancient Egyptians taught about 

“Blue Lotus and Rose Alchemy’’ and the Essenes 

taught about “Blue Rose and Lotus” healing. Both 

Mother Mary and Mary Magdalene were members of 

the Essenes and the Blue Rose order. The word ‘Essene’ 

stems from the Aramaic word ‘Assaya’, which means 

‘Healer’.  The Essenes were called ‘Therapeutae’, 

when they were in Egypt,  and that is where the word 

‘Therapist’ originates from. 

The Order of the Blue Rose is made up of highly advanced 

beings such as Mother Mary, Mary Magdalene, Angels, 

Dragons, Serpents, Lions and Star beings. All teach and 

impart direct codes of wisdom and esoteric knowledge 

through the Tantric Arts of the Holy Grail. These are 

called teachings of ‘Sacred Marriage’ which is the 

path to enlightenment through the marriage of the 

masculine and feminine energies within.

These sacred teachings of high alchemy were 

mastered and imparted by Mother Mary, Jeshua and 

Mary Magdalene in preparation for the resurrection. 

On the night of the crucifixion, after Jesus and Mary 

Magdalene had performed the ‘Sacred Marriage rite’ 

it is said that Jeshua gave Mary a blue rose to seal 

and sanctify their Holy Union.  It is said that after the 

resurrection Mary Magdalene called her teachings the 

order of the Blue Rose. 

The Blue Rose is rooted in the Divine Feminine 

Mysteries of the Magdalene.  It is the keeper of the 

holy bloodline records of our original and immaculate 

blueprint and DNA. The order’s Divine purpose is to 

seed and tend the dormant codes of Truth and Power 

that lie within our sacred body temples. It is said that 

blue roses grow on Venus and their blue luminous light 

is the Blue Ray healing light of Christ. 

 Through the temple we will primarily focus on the 

essence of Mother Mary and her teachings of the 

Sovereign Womb that spans beyond time and space 

and across aeons and ages. We will also reference the 

immensely influential role she played as the Cosmic 

Mother of Christ and spiritual gatekeeper and bearer 

of the new Sophia-Christ Ministry upon Earth. We 

will explore and focus on her Angelic lineage and 

the Merkaba technology and on topics such as light 

conception and our Dragon Serpent heritage.   

A metaphor for Mary is the ‘Tree of Life’ : “My body is 

likened to the infinite tree of Life and from my roots, 

body and branches I bear fruit. With my fruit, I gift the 

eternal Graces of the kingdom of heaven to All” 

‘Her womb was Jesus the saving Fruit of Eternal Life’.

(Lk 1:42; 1 Cor 15:20).’



Magdalene 
Dragons 

The Magdalene Mysteries were born from the Cosmic 

Womb of Sophia.  Over time great legions of light, 

sacred orders and nations birthed forth through 

our foremothers who carried the frequency of the 

immaculate Magdalene Womb. 

These Beings were angelic, elemental and of the 

Stars and were rooted in the feminine Mysteries,  

in service to the Greater Good. These ancient Rose 

Mothers were called the Elohim, a Hebrew word 

meaning ‘Birth Goddess’. In ancient Lemuria, 

the birth mothers were the Seraphim, in Atlantis 

the Sacred Serpents and in Sumeria, the birth 

mothers were originally known as Dragons. 

We can see over time that the serpent and dragon 

symbols continue to play a central role in the 

creation stories and mythos of the Rose. The 

essence of these sacred teachings and mystical 

truths have been weaved and embedded into 

our subconscious through legend, tales, oral 

tradition and song. 

Spiritual Dragons are ancient wise and open-

hearted etheric beings of the Angelic Realms 

(alongside Angels and Unicorns). They exist in 

different waves and frequencies to the angels 

but are interconnected.  The Great Dragons of 

Heaven are the oldest beings on Gaia.  

They were involved in the creation of earth 

along with the Seraphim angels and the Elohim 

to mention a few. 

They are keepers of the original blueprint of 

our origin,  gatekeepers of sacred portals and a 

symbol of the primordial power of the Womb.  

Under the Great Tor, Glastonbury Dragons guard 

the gateways into the holy temple. They travel 

around the Tor purifying the air with their 

sacred fire flames. Around 6 years ago, during 

a trip to Avalon,  I saw a beautiful dragon in the 

sky as it circled the Tor. It was extremely gentle,  

magnificent and graceful. 

According to myths, it is said that Tiamat, 

featured in a previous temple,  is a primordial 

goddess of the sea. She is said to have come 

into a sacred marriage with Abzu, god of the 

groundwater, to birth a lineage of Gods and 

Goddesses,  including the Moon Goddess. 

The Dragon Mother Tiamat is a symbol of 

primordial Feminine and is described as “the 

glistening one”, the star in the sky and on the 

ocean. These titles pertain to the Virgin Mary as 

the universal Mother of Christ. 

The Dragon and serpentine energies, impulses 

and archetypes are intrinsic within our bodies and 

are expressed through our life-force (kundalini), 

senses,  our sensual embodiment and our 

sexual magic.  These natural serpentine ripples 

undulate and weave as codes of love within our 

sacred feminine and masculine spirits, creating 

the most beautiful subtle marriage of energies 

within. This is represented in the image of our 

DNA. 
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Dragon Serpent 
Mothers 

We also see in ancient cosmology and symbology the 

mystical dragon/ serpent Uroboros swallowing its 

tail as a clear image of the cosmic wheel and spiral 

of life. We activated this in the Silver Rose temple 

through the elemental serpents.  

In the bible, it is called the cosmogenic circle 

of the alpha and the omega, the beginning and 

the end, creation and re-creation. This very 

metaphor carries the ancient codes of revelations 

that are contained within the Sophia-Christ 

resurrection mysteries. 

These mysteries were embedded within Mother 

Mary, Anna (grandmother of Jeshua) and the 

royal bloodline and were reactivated, nurtured 

and transferred to Jeshua and Mary Magdalene 

through their light conception and sacred 

initiation imparted during their lives.

I would now like to introduce Anna as she is of 

spiritual importance to Mother Mary, Jeshua 

and Mary Magdalene. She lived for 600 years 

demonstrating the truth of our immortality. 

This means she maintained her physical body 

through a long physical incarnation through 

inner Light Mastery.  

She was born into the house of David in the dark 

Babylonian times. During her long incarnation, 

she trained as an ordained High-Priestess and 

adept of the Rose. She lived many life-cycles, 

including periods of being married only to the 

Divine,  in service to the Goddess. Later in her 

extended incarnation, she married Mattias 

birthing Joseph of Arimathea and Martha. 

She later married Joachim, her twin soul.  In 

readiness to birth the Divine Mother, Anna  went 

through rigorous training on Earth and in the 

Temple of Hathor on Venus to light conceive 

Mary Anna. Together,  Joachim and Mother 

Mary light conceived Mary Anna (Mother Mary) 

along with 11 other children.  Anna dedicated her 

life to Love and Holy Union and embodied the 

sacred trinity as Maiden, Mother and Queen of 

the skies. 

She devoted her life to aligning her body, mind 

and soul to the cosmic divine mother. Her 

devotion and pure unconditional love paved the 

way for a royal bloodline and DNA configuration 

upgrade on Earth.  

Anna was the ‘House of Sophia’ as was Mary 

Anna her beloved sensitive and divine daughter. 

Sapientia aedificavit sibi domum. ‘House of 

Wisdom.’



“You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is because the power of the world 
always works in circles, and everything tries to be round.

In the old days all our power came to us from the sacred hoop of the nation; and so long as the hoop was 
unbroken, the people flourished. The flowering tree was the living center of the hoop, and the circle of the four 
quarters nourished it. The east gave peace and light, the south gave warmth, the west gave rain, and the north 
with its cold and mighty wind gave strength and endurance. This knowledge came to us from the outer world 
with our religion.

Everything the power of the world does is done in a circle.The sky is round, and I have heard that the Earth 
is round like a ball and so are all the stars. The wind, in its greatest power, whirls. Birds make their nests in 
circles, for theirs is the same religion as ours. The sun comes forth and goes down again in a circle. The moon 
does the same and both are round. Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing and always come back 
again to where they were.

The life of a man is a circle from childhood-to-childhood, and so it is in everything where power moves. Our 
tipis were round like the nests of birds, and these were always set in a circle, the nation’s hoop, a nest of many 
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Merkaba, also spelt Merkabah, translates literally to light, spirit, body,  “Mer” Light. “Ka” Spirit. “Ba” 

Body. Mer-Ka-Ba means the spirit/body. The Merkaba is your Light body. A living interdimensional 

field of sacred geometric patterns consisting of two intersecting tetrahedrons, (stars) one feminine 

and one masculine. They spin in counter-rotating directions, creating a field and impulse of light 

comprised of coherent consciousness, angelic technology, sacred geometry and sound. The upward and 

downward interlaced tetrahedrons also represent the duality of existence. Body and spirit united in 

harmony as one,  together, they are one light. 

Like a wheel within a wheel these energies spirals with our DNA. This specific spiral movement creates 

a beautiful pattern, like the flower of life that transports the spirit/body from one dimension to another 

or from one vibration to another. The word Merkaba or Merkava in Hebrew means ‘Chariot’ the chariot’ 

is used in the Bible (Ezekiel 1:4-26) to refer to the throne-chariot of God/Goddess, the four-wheeled 

vehicle driven by four angles. 

The Bible also mentions a third type of angel found in the Merkaba called Seraphim. The seraphim 

angels are an integral part of the Magdalene Order and symbolise the Magdalene flame. The flame 

can be intuited as a diamond white, indigo, blue luminous flame of Love.  The Seraphim angels are 

the highest order and legion of light. Meaning closet to Pure Spirit.  The name Seraphim means “the 

burning ones.” These angels appear like flashes of fire continuously ascending and descending within 

the magnetic field of the Merkaba. Seraph (singular) are said to tend the Throne of the Goddess. 

Seraphiel is found in the book of Enoch as the protector of Metatron. He is also referred to as the 

Angel of Silence. In Enoch, Seraphiel is described as “an enormous, brilliant angel as tall as the seven 

heavens with the face an angel and a body of an eagle.  He is beautiful like lightning and the light of 

the morning star. As chief of the seraphim, he is committed to their care and teaches them songs to 

sing for the glorification of Goddess.

What has not mentioned in ancient scripture is the feminine counterparts or the angelic emissaries. 

Mother Mary,  herself being a Seraphim Angel of the purest heart and Queen of the Merkaba mysteries 

and Sophia’s wisdom. (Please note that I changed the word above to God/Goddess.) The Merkaba is 

a distinct spiritual attainment and advanced perception within our body of light. Therefore,  it is an 

alignment and sacred attunement to the mystical ways of alchemy that is a blueprint to enlightenment 

that dwells within. 

At this time in our creational cycle, we are calling for the return of the feminine mysteries. Calling 

from our ancient heritage and origins. This is guiding a new level of unveiling and tending with the 

purpose to birth the new through our personal and collective ‘Chariots of Fire’.  

 

 The Christos- Rose is a multifaceted crystalline structure that contains great gnosis that transforms, 
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The activation of the Merkaba is a conscious unlocking of specific seals and wisdom keys that reside within 

the womb, heart and mind. It is a mastery.   Over 10 years ago, I received a beautiful Merkaba Star activation. 

I was lying in bed after meditating. It was dark and I opened my eyes. As I did this, I saw sparks of lights and 

lines, then I saw a beautiful Star surrounded by a luminous sphere. As you can imagine I was overwhelmed 

and continued to watch the Star as it descended into my heart. My body was in an altered state of being and 

highly activated. I perceived a fluorescent blue light beam above my head and then, after a period of time, there 

was pure silence. Over the following months, I received this sequence of activations as it restored my personal 

Merkaba through a specific heart, mind and womb coherence.  

This embodied experience now forms part of the Sacred Rose Mystery School curriculum and is interwoven into 

the teachings, activations, pilgrimages and Rose immersions. More recently I have received a re-activation and 

integration into a new level of mastery during a Solstice ritual at Avebury Stones circle, UK. During the ritual, I 

became aware of an inner angelic presence and then I received a clairvoyant impression of a  counter-rotational 

blue sphere of light around me my body. All I could hear was the words Christos-Rose which is now what I refer 

to the  Merkaba as. 

At this time in our creational cycle, we are calling for the return of the feminine mysteries. Calling from our 

ancient heritage and origins. This is guiding a new level of unveiling and tending with the purpose to birth the 

new through our personal and collective ‘Chariots of Fire’.  The Christos- Rose is a multifaceted crystalline 

structure that contains great gnosis that transforms, heals, ascends, teleports, bi-locates and integrates our 

higher alchemy into reality.  Like most spiritual activations we need to use the tools to build the light and 

strength of our field. 

 

As we master this inner light more consistently on our path we will literally begin to radiate it as we vibrate 

at higher states of being. The awakening can bring forth a purification process as the inner illumination of 

this intelligence leaves nothing uncovered and nothing unfelt. This journey of the Rose is contained within the 

mystical bodies of the Marys and the Magdalenes who, as Grail Keepers, authentically feel and alchemise the full 

range of every sense that resides within the body.  This process is called the building of the house of wisdom, a 

high tantric practice received through the temple of Hathor on Venus, where the Roses blossom in every shade 

of blue. 

“In the Bible, the Angel Ezekiel accessed the three dimensional Merkaba Star Of David to ascend to heaven. 

In the Torah, it is the chariot, the throne of God. The Zohar, the foundation of the Kabbalah, realizes that in 

awareness and selfless action you bring yourself closer to the very heart of the Merkaba. The purpose of Yoga 

is to save individual souls from the calamity of separate existence, the same ideal of unity symbolized by the 

Merkaba. Zen Buddhism is a path to enlightenment focused on meditation, to the same higher consciousness the 

Merkaba so beautifully represents.
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Mary holds the title “Lady of Light” because of her 

eternal light, her mastery of Light conception and 

because she gave birth to Jeshua the light of the 

world.  The solar disk of Isis,  the halo of Mary and 

the thousand-petalled lotus of the crown are all 

symbolic of the advanced perception and spiritual 

attainment gained on the path of mastery. 

The Magdalene holds a very strong and 

clear vision for the ascension of Earth.  The 

integrated vision is to know and embody the 

Earth’s renewal and transformation through 

soul embodiment. To experience her waters 

and lands replenishing in pristine beauty. To 

once again perceive life as strong, vital and 

abundant with fertility and diversity of Love-

Light and Joy with everything. 

The vision is for all enmity and discord to be 

healed and transmuted into a higher expression 

of earthy bounty.  It has been decreed that 

we would birth the Golden Earth through the 

immaculate Womb of Woman. As part of this 

vision we are calling back ancient high arts of 

Venus such as Light Conception.

Light Conception is a highly advanced 

alchemical process of activating and directing 

universal forces and sensual energy. It is the 

purest and most holy direct way to incarnate 

and to create life. Light Conception is a holy 

grail practice and teaching of the Blue Rose. 

As we know Jeshua and Mary Magdalene were 

conceived through Light Conception and also 

created their daughter Sarah in this way.  It is 

for a highly advanced soul yet this wisdom lies 

dormant within EACH ONE. We even see with 

the very physicalised conception process that 

once the egg is fertilised in a woman’s womb it 

sends out a spark of light. This communicates 

to the body that the conception has been 

a success.  As we can see, at the heart of all 

conception is light. It is important to know that 

in the coming years we will once again revere 

life and its tender loving nature and begin to 

consciously conceive and birth fully aligned to 

light once again. 

Mother Mary, who was married to Joseph, 

seeded Jeshua through Light Conception. It 

is said that, like the story of Persephone who 

sat in a holy cave began to weave the great 

tapestry of the universe when Zeus appeared 

as a serpent to hold space for the conception 

of Dionysus, Mary too, sat in a sacred cave 

of the Earth Mother, receiving the high holy 

transmission of conception, whilst weaving 

the golden, silver and pink threads of destiny. 

This represents life and the presence of Sophia, 

the angels and the soul’s light who are directly 

involved in the Light Conception. 

Mary Magdalene and Mother Mary both 

harnessed, directed and alchemised these 

energies through powerful rituals and 

conception rites at the sacred vortex, stones 

circle, such as Avebury and within caves such 

as La Sainte-Baume.  These rituals were for 

great beings to be light conceived and to bring 

harmony into the dragon lines of the Earth.

‘ L A D Y  O F  L I G H T ’ 
C O N S C I O U S  C O N C E P T I O N



M O T H E R  M A R Y 

Mary Anna was born through light 

conception into the sign of Virgo the Virgin 

birther, her mother Anna and her Father 

Joachim. 

Mary was born through the cosmic portals 

of 12 stars and descended as a living 

incarnation of the 13th. Her stellar light 

and angelic soul was supreme and almighty 

before her conception, within the womb and 

during the birth. This light still remained 

through her life and was a symbol of her 

spiritual attainment of the ‘Virgin Womb 

Mastery’ in service to the Divine Mother. 

She was born in Ephesus and lived there 

until she was three. When she turned three 

her parents moved back to Mount Carmel 

(Israel) where she was accepted into the 

Essene community with delight. Mary 

Anna began her preparation for her sacred 

life’s mission to be the sacred vessel for the 

birth of Christ upon the earth. 

At the age of three, Mary was consecrated 

to the Goddess and her care, school and 

initiation were placed in the custody of the 

Mount Carmel Mystery School. 

It is said that Anna was able to be with 

her child as she was a High Priestess at  

the mystery school Mary Anna attended, 

sharing short periods of time with her 

precious daughter. 

Mary was a highly sensitive, empathic and 

spiritual being. Her ability to hold and 

transmit light and unconditional love was 

and are, Eternal. Her sensitivity and highly 

intuitive nature, during her lifetime over 

2000 years ago, meant she experienced and 

felt everything. As you can imagine, like 

today growing up in a transforming world, 

it is not an easy way. 

Mother Mary volunteered before her birth 

to be the human mother for the incarnation 

of Jeshua, Christ. She is referred to as the 

“Mother of the World” because of her 

tremendous  LIGHT service to humanity.  

She is the holder of the blue grail cape 

of compassion, unconditional love and 

spiritual attainment.  It is said one of her 

past incarnations on the Earth was as the 

Goddess Isis when she instructed initiates 

in the Mystery Schools through the Tantric 

Path of High Alchemy, the Blue Rose and 

Lotus teachings. 





She mastered the title Virgin, a name for the 

sovereign Magdalenes, womb priestesses or 

harlot, such as Mary, Isis, Ishtar, Asherah 

and Aphrodite. 

The title doesn’t mean physical virginity; 

it is an attainment of a natural state of an 

awakened woman. The virgin is healed 

and whole unto herself and brings forth 

the prophecy of the holy grail through 

her body.  

There are holy virgins who are unmar-

ried who serve the Goddess through their 

sacred sexual essence and body temples. 

These include Dakinis, temple priestess-

es and Tantrikas; all an embodiment of 

the Divine Mother as Holy Virgins. 

The holy Virgin dispenses the Mother’s 

Grace through sexual worship, her life-

force and her pure awakened womb. 

Mary mastered these esoteric and spir-

itual seals through her preparation and 

learning through the Divine Feminine. 

These included the cosmic mother rites 

of purification,  resurrection, sacred 

marriage and all teachings contained 

within the Grail lineage. 

Mary was conceived through the Angelic 

and serpent-dragon lineage. Her specific 

signature is the Seraphim order of light 

and her role was to bring down, and to 

imbue, the powers of the heavens, the 

otherworlds and the unseen realms, into 

the hearts of humankind. 

Legends say she carried this out through 

her divine presence, transmission and 

embodiment as the Blue Rose. The Moon 

Goddesses and Mother Avatars such as 

Mother Mary were seen by ancients as 

the bearers of the Lunar and Solar mys-

teries, Gaia’s wisdom, the Stars and the 

governors of the skies.  

This is where the ‘Queen of the Heavens’ 

and the Queen of the Serpent titles orig-

inated. In Persia, the serpent Goddess 

was called Shahmaran. Shah- mar- an -  

Mar means serpent but also Mary, mis-

tress and ocean,  bringing us full circle to 

Our Mother Mary, the Star of the Sea, the 

sacred waters of Life. 

Mother Mary graces us with her presence 

on the Magdalene Temple Keepers path, 

to touch and to breathe Love and Knowl-

edge into the heart. 

Mary wears her crown of 12- star roses 

in honour of the Sophia Christ path of 

ascension. 

The Silver Rose Glyph

V I R G I N  Q U E E N 
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The Glyph contains the very essence of 

our star origins. It symbolises the star of 

David, the Venus star and the Merkaba. 

The glyph comes to activate the Merkaba 

and the 9th Sophia star within the womb 

map. The fruitful energies of the glyph 

will ignite the ovarian palace also called 

the House of Wisdom between your ova-

ries. 

The house of wisdom contains the dis-

tilled power of the primordial codes of 

eternal fertility the great mysteries of 

the feminine cycle.   The Glyph acts as a 

gateway into new levels of spiritual at-

tainment through the inner planes of our 

body and being.   It will awaken dormant 

codes of self-nourishing love and shin-

ing light. 

Ritual Full Moon Ceremony~ On the li-

bra Full Moon,  practice the lunar healing 

ritual on the following page to activate 

the 9th Glyph. There is also a short se-

quence at the end of the Welcome video 

to follow. 
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F U L L  M O O N  R I T U A L 
& 

G LY P H  A C T I VA T I O N

Drawing down the Moon

Drawing Down the Moon is a powerful priestess 

ceremonial ritual to conjure the deep feminine 

wisdom and transformative power of the Moon. 

It is an alchemical demonstration of mastery 

and magic that brings deep soul awakenings to 

the celestial Goddess in her many forms.

It is best to do this ritual outside with your 

barefoot upon the Earth. 

1. Ground and set sacred space for your personal 

practice. Cast a supreme circle of protection. 

Invoke the benevolent spirit of the Moon 

Goddess, Mother Mary and state your intention 

to work with the celestial energies and force in 

service to the greater good. 

2. Bring your feet hip width apart and place 

one hand on your heart and one on your womb. 

Affirm your sacred presence by reciting the 

following affirmation. 

I Am the essence of light-love 

I Am the essence of Light-love

I Am the essence of Light-love

Feel your heart chakra open and expand into 

your energy field of light around you. 

3. Begin to sing the heart sutra as you gaze at 

the Full Moon

Gate  Gate  Paragate  Parasamgate Bodhi 

Svaha 

4. Imagine the Silvery Blue light of the Moon 

transforming into the 9th Glyph. Two of the 

star glyphs descend towards you,  surrounded 

by a luminous sphere. 

 5. Raise your hands up toward the Moon and 

root fully into the earth to receive the Glyph.  

Feel their magnetic power as they descend into 

your ovaries. One in your right ovary and one in 

the left ovary. 

Feel the movement of the stars as they rotate 

and activate the holy blue rose in your womb. 

Place your hands over your ovaries once 

complete. You will know when this is by the 

silence that will occur. 

 6. Follow the Lunar Rite sequence in the 

welcome video. Once complete come into 

stillness and into your heart. Visualise your 

womb full of blue rose light. 

 7. Breathe in through the nose and out through 

the mouth. 

 Be with yourself for as long as needed. Keep 

returning to the breath and gratitude.
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BLUE ROSE 
VISION QUEST

1  -Continue to write and express your prayers and to journal 
your dreams. 

2 - Set up a weekly meeting with your new Rose Manda-
la group. This month we are exploring the role of the priest-
ess. Therefore, you are being invited to a share a heart transmi 
along with a technique, song or practice. As before alternate 
roles. The Priestess leads the session setting sacred space, 
sharing a practice and a heart transmission. The transmission 
could be to purify sadness in the heart.  Take inspiration from 
previous practices tool and rituals.   

3  Begin the new daily sadhana practice including the affirma-
tion and Mother Mary’s Hymn. 

5 Draw or paint the Glyph and/ or Mother Mary and share. 

6   Express what came up for you during or after the Full Moon 
Lunar Ritual.


